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The COVID-19 pandemic has prevented around 1.5 billion students 
from learning or receiving an education.  

Education systems are facing a devastating public funding crisis, and 
the ever-mounting pressure on public service resources is set to 
continue

There is no clear path in sight for students to safely return to the 
education system. Such a threat is unprecedented. The world is 
facing a turning point at which we will see a radical change in the 
progress of education.

The World Bank projects a possible 10% cut in education budgets due 
to the COVID pandemic

Not only should these funding cuts be stopped, but now, more than 
ever, we should be guaranteeing greater and better financing for 
education. 

One Billion Voices seeks to take global action to address the most 
urgent educational crisis of all time. In Spain, this is an opportunity 
for the educational community and citizens to join together to highlight 
the importance of funding education.

Targets: 1. Encourage the commitment of the educational and local communities and families to ensure the right to  
  education and citizen participation.

 2. Highlight the current status of the right to education during emergency situations such as the global 
  pandemic, placing the role of education in the spotlight as an essential tool for citizen participation and   
  social change, particularly for young people.

 3. Promote understanding, deep critical analysis and the complex interconnection between the different   
  factors that come together in the right to education and citizen participation, and focus on the need for   
  everyone to join forces to constructively address the negative impacts triggered by these issues. 

 4. Drive forward the participation of children and young people in public spaces or political discourse, 
  sharing #OneBillionVoices.
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These are the steps:

1. In the period running up to the day chosen by the 
centre or group for the GAWE 2021 (between 26th and 
30th April 2021), and in the workshops to be held during 
this week, the children and young people participating 
focus on the emotions generated by the different stories 
and their own experiences during the pandemic.

During this time, teachers or group assistants should 
ask the participants to bring along a photo or picture 
of their mouths expressing some of the emotions 
worked upon. 

This could also be done in the classroom/meetings, 
with the participants printing out or drawing the images 
themselves.  

2. The centre/group chooses a visible spot in the centre 
or space for displaying the mural.

3. On the activity day, participants and teacher meet in 
the chosen space to discuss the issue of educational 
funding and the problems that a lack of funding can 
cause. 

Whilst they discuss the emotions and feelings that these 
stories have generated within them, each participant 
sticks their photo on the mural.

4. A plaque will then be placed next to the mural, 
explaining the work, and highlighting the value of the 
Billion Voices that are taking action for education. 

An example of this text could be:

Description

Developing mobilisation 
action in socio-educational 
centres or groups

The activity has been designed to preferably be carried out following work on 
the teaching suggestions from the GCE Teaching Units 2021 in the classroom 
or in other informal education group settings. 

We would encourage this mobilisation action to be undertaken during the 2021 Global 
Action Week for Education (GAWE), though it can be held at any time considered suitable 
by the centre/group depending on its activities. 

Furthermore, we offer two versions of the activity: the first, focusing on the school 
environment, and the second to be held outside. There is also an option for promoting the 
campaign and participating via social networks. All are explained below.

For the GAWE 2021 mobilisation activity, we suggest participants create a 
mural where they display the value of #OneBillionVoices they are defending, 
taking action to ensure the right to education.



• Join the Global Action Week for Education and raise  
 your voice! 

 You can do this by finding out when and where a street  
 event is being held in your city and taking part.

• Find out One Billion Voices campaing’s manifesto   
 here and share it on your social networks. 

• Use your social networks to raise your voice and 
 invite others to join you via the hashtag 
 #OneBillionVoices and do not forget to tag Global   
 Campaign for Education on your posts.

For the street acts or political acts in City Halls or 
Autonomous Parliaments taking place during the Global 
Action Week, participants are asked to bring along an 
image 1080x1080 px or 1080x1350 px (standard 
Instagram size for the square and the vertical photo/
design respectively) of a mouth expressing an emotion. 

For the political acts organised (for example in 
Education Departments, Autonomous Cooperation 
Agencies, Parliamentary Headquarters, Council 
Plenaries, etc.), we recommend encouraging the 
young people participating to take centre stage in 

• Share stories of resilience, organisation, mobilisation  
 and educational transformation amid the COVID-19   
 pandemic. Symbolically, and as part of wider
 collective action, share a photo/picture of a mouth
 expressing an emotion linked to the stories you are
 sharing.

• Write articles, create artistic designs and cartoons,   
 poems or short videos focusing on how you and your  
 community are dealing with the impact of COVID-19  
 in the sphere of education and other related 
 challenges, and share them via the hashtag 
 #OneBillionVoices

Developing the online 
mobilisation action and the 
outdoors event

Citizen participation is fundamental to trigger a robust political engagement 
to sufficiently fund education. We are One Billion Voices - demanding and 
acknowledging the importance of education in person and online.

the action, so they can let their voices be heard, as 
well as displaying the political position of the 
Campaign.

During the street events, the aim is to create human 
mosaics using the images of the mouths (always 
keeping safe social distancing and COVID-19 
protocols in mind). 

This action can be accompanied by a fold-out banner 
revealing the phrase “One Billion Voices for 
Education.”

Online Action: What can you do? 

Collective mobilisation: Suggestion for street events during the 
Global Action Week (26th-30th April)

“The groups of students/young people from (name of the centre/association/
socio-educational group) are joining their voices with this mural as part of the 
Global Campaign for Education entitled One Billion Voices. This work represents 
the billion voices that are taking action and demanding the right to education 

and adequate funding.”

https://milmillonesdevoces.cme-espana.org/wp-content/themes/dt-the7-child/documentacion/Manifiesto.pdf
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